Interactive comment on "The role of snow cover and soil freeze/thaw cycles affecting boreal-arctic soil carbon dynamics" by Y. Yi et al.
cover extent, duration, SWE, etc., that could be compared to satellite (and other) observations like the one cited in the introduction (Brown and Robinson, 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Dyer and Mote, 2006) . A short comparison of model results to these observations would strengthen the confidence in the model results with respect to the representation of snow and freeze-thaw processes. It could fit into the 3.1 "Model validation" section. **** Minor comments : -There are some important studies regarding the thermal (and biological) impact of snow that you did not cite, though your work somehow "outperforms" them. May I suggest Sullivan, 2010, and Gouttevin et al., 2012 ? They focus on different snow properties induced by vegetation and their impact on the ground thermal regime and carbon stocks. Your paper focuses on other snow-related controls and goes farther than these older studies by highlighting the impacts of different controls at different depths into the ground, explaning the potential consequences for ALT and old permafrost C remobilization. -p 12 : wouldn't it have been more appropriate to adopt for T the same "rescaling" methodology as for precipitation in the "P-varying" sensitivity scenario ? I would suspect that using a mean T-climatology based on 1979-1981 can induce inconsistency, like having high temperatures during a rain event when in reality cooling occurs..
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-p12 l 24-25-26 : "representing major vegetation types across the pan-Arctic domain, and having at least one year of observations available. For the validation [..] meteorology" : this belongs to the Data Section rather than here.
-p13 l 1 to 5 : please explain how uncertainty in R and RMSE are computed. Adding the relative RMSE or a main value for daily GPP or NEE would comfort your findings
